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Abstract. Laser plasma is modeled by Lagrangian hydrodynamical equations including heat conductivity and laser absorption. The hyperbolic part of the model is treated by Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
(ALE) method which avoids moving mesh distortion and parabolic heat conductivity part is treated by
splitting and mimetic method. High velocity laser accelerated disc impact problems for which standard
Lagrangian simulation method fails are treated well by the ALE method.
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1. Introduction. Compressible laser plasma typically includes regions of high compression and/or large expansion which require treatment by Lagrangian hydrodynamics allowing large scale changes of computational domain with moving boundaries and moving
boundary conditions. The Euler equations for compressible fluid in Lagrangian coordinates
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with heat conductivity and laser absorption are
dρ
dx
+ ρ div u = 0,
=u
dt
dt
du
ρ
+ grad p = 0
dt
d
ρ
+ p div u = div(κ grad T ) − div(I)
dt

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
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where x is position, t time, ρ density, u fluid velocity, p pressure,  = E/ρ − u2 /2 specific
internal energy, E density of total energy, T temperature κ heat conductivity coefficient and
I laser intensity. The total Lagrangian time derivatives include convective terms
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d
∂
=
+ u · grad .
dt
∂t
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The computational mesh is fixed to the fluid and moves with the fluid. Its movement is
described by the second equation from (1.1) which is ordinary differential equation being
solved for every node of the mesh. As the mesh is moving with the fluid there is no mass
flux between cells through the mesh edges.
In some cases (e.g. in problems involving shear flows) however the moving mesh can
degenerate and become invalid with inverted cells when some node crosses the opposite edge
of the same cell. An example of such problem is presented in fig. 1.1. The fig. 1.1(a)
presents the initial conditions, the lighter part on left has higher density and is at rest,
while the darker part on right has lower density and is moving by high velocity to the
left. The results for this disc impact problem computed by pure Lagrangian method is
presented in fig. 1.1(b), the mesh is severely distorted and will soon become invalid so that
the Lagrangian computation cannot continue.
The mesh distortion can be avoided by using Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method
[11] as shown for the same problem in fig. 1.1(c). The ALE method is a combination of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.1. Density profiles of homogeneous disc impact problem: (a) Initial conditions, (b) Results
of pure Lagrangian simulation, (c) Results of ALE simulation.
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Lagrangian and Eulerian methods and consists of three phases. In the first phase several
time steps of standard Lagrangian computation are performed. The second phase is rezoning
which smooths the distorted computational mesh. And the last third phase is remapping
which conservatively interpolate (remaps) the conservative quantities from the old to the
new, better mesh. After remapping the method returns to the Lagrangian computation in
the first phase. Remapping corresponds to the Eulerian part of ALE method and allows
mass flux between cells. ALE method combines positives of both approaches, the mesh
moves with fluid (as Lagrangian), but Eulerian part keeps the mesh smooth.
The ALE method is recently becoming more and more popular [16, 1, 3, 15].
2. Lagrangian Hydrodynamics. The hyperbolic part of our system (1.1)–(1.3) (omitting heat conductivity and laser absorption) is standard Lagrangian hydrodynamics and is
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numerically treated by compatible method [7, 5]. Scalar quantities (density, pressure, internal energy, temperature) are defined inside grid cells, vector quantities (positions, velocities)
are defined at grid nodes. We use logically rectangular quadrilateral mesh.
Compatible hydrodynamics method is based on zonal, subzonal, and viscosity forces
acting on each grid node. The zonal pressure force is the force from all neighboring grid
cells to the node due to the pressure inside cells. The subzonal pressure force [8] depends
on the difference between the pressure in cell, and the pressure in cell corners (the cell
corner is a quadrilateral whose vertexes are one node, one center of a cell and two centers of
edges). The subzonal pressure force reduces artificial hourglass type grid distortions and is
controlled by merit factor. Viscosity force adds artificial viscosity which is the essential part
of the compatible method. The simplest bulk viscosity is based on Kuropatenko formula [14].
Other possibilities include more complicated edge viscosity [6] or tensor viscosity [4]. One can
include other force sources as gravity or laser absorption in the Lagrangian hydrodynamics.
3. Rezoning. The rezoning phase of the ALE method covers mesh smoothing and
untangling. For remapping we need to move only those vertexes which are necessary to
move and as little as possible. There exist several methods for rezoning, e.g. combination
of feasible set method and numerical optimization [20] or reference Jacobian method [12].
One of the simplest methods which we use is Winslow smoothing method [21]. The
new positions of the mesh nodes are computed (with possible iteration over l starting at old
Lagrangian mesh) as
~xl+1
i,j =


1
αl (~xli,j+1 + ~xli,j−1 ) + γ l (~xli+1,j + ~xli−1,j )
2 (αl + γ l )

1
− β l (~xli+1,j+1 − ~xli−1,j+1 + ~xli−1,j−1 − ~xli+1,j−1 ) ,
2

where the coefficients αl = x2ξ + yξ2 , β l = xξ xη + yξ yη , γ l = x2η + yη2 , and (ξ, η) are logical
coordinates ξi = i/M , ηj = j/N for i = 0, . . . , M and j = 0, . . . , N . The derivatives xξ , xη
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(xξ )i,j ≈
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xi+1,j − xi−1,j
,
2

(xη )i,j ≈

xi,j+1 − xi,j−1
2

(3.1)

and similarly for y.
4. Remapping. The remapping phase of the ALE method is in fact conservative interpolation of conserved quantities from the old mesh to the new smoother one. We first
perform piecewise linear reconstruction of conserved quantities (as density) on each cell of
the old mesh with Barth-Jasperson limiter [2]. The reconstruction is followed by integration
of reconstruction on the old mesh over cells of the new mesh to get total values (as mass)
inside each new cell which together with cell volume results in new remapped value of conserved quantity on the new mesh. The most natural is the exact integration of reconstructed
function over overlapped areas of new and old cells which however requires computing cells
intersections which is rather slow. We use more effective approximate integration [13, 9] over
regions swept by edges as the edges move from old mesh to the new one, see fig. 4.1. The
integral over new cell can be decomposed as sum of signed integrals over four swept regions
and integral over the old cell. The volume integrals of reconstructed function are reduced
to boundary integrals and evaluated exactly as reconstructed function is linear. So the new
mass is
∗
∗
∗
∗
m̃∗i+ 1 ,j+ 1 = mi+ 12 ,j+ 12 + Fi+1,j+
1 + F
i,j+ 1 + Fi+ 1 ,j+1 + Fi+ 1 ,j ,
2
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where the mass of the swept region δFi,j+ 21 (quadrilateral Pi,j , Pi,j+1 , P̃i,j+1 , P̃i,j ) is
Z
∗
Fi,j+ 1 =
gi,j+ 12 (x, y) dV,
2

δFi,j+ 1
2
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and reconstruction gi,j+ 21 (x, y) is taken from the appropriate cell (in which most of the swept
region lies), e.g. in fig. 4.1 it would be taken from cell i − 12 , j + 12 . The masses and volumes
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of swept regions are signed, e.g. all swept regions of the cell i + 12 , j + 12 in fig. 4.1 are
positive as all four edges move in the outward direction. The described remapping method
preserves linear functions.
However even with limiter reconstruction the remapping can introduce new extrema,
i.e. it is not preserving local bounds. To preserve local bounds conservative redistribution,
or repair [13, 18], redistributes mass to the neighboring cells so that the local bounds are
preserved.
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Fig. 4.1. Old mesh with nodes Pi,j and dashed edges, new mesh with nodes P̃i,j and solid line edges.
One swept region is e.g. quadrilateral Pi,j , Pi,j+1 , P̃i,j+1 , P̃i,j defined by the edge Pi,j , Pi,j+1 moving from
the old to the new position.
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5. Heat conductivity. The parabolic part of energy equation (1.3)
ρ
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∂
= div(κ grad T )
∂t

is treated separately by splitting (on temporally static mesh) from hyperbolic part of the
whole system (1.1)–(1.3). It is transformed to heat equation for temperature T
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∂ ∂T
= div(κ grad T ).
∂T ∂t

For heat conductivity we use classical Spitzer-Harm plasma heat conductivity [19]
κ = Cκ

T 5/2
Z ln Λ

where T is temperature, Z ionization and ln Λ Coulomb logarithm. As the heat conductivity
coefficient κ is non-linear function of temperature we can expect non-linear heat conductivity
effects like heat waves, and the employed numerical method has to be able to deal with such
effects.
We treat the space discretization of heat equation by the mimetic method [17] which we
describe here on the elliptic Poisson equation
−div κ grad T = f
(κ grad T, n) = ψ

on V
on ∂V

treated on region V with boundary ∂V with Neumann boundary conditions. The Poisson
equation is transformed into the first order equations, so called flux form
div w = f
w = −κ grad T.
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We introduce the operators of generalized gradient
GT = −κ grad T
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on V
on ∂V

.

The integral properties of these operators are given by divergence Green formula and Gauss
theorem. The divergence Green formula
Z
I
div w dV −
(w, n) dS = 0
(5.1)
V

∂V

can be restated as (D
R w, 1)H = H0 where we use the inner product on space H of scalar
functions (u, v)H = V u v dV + ∂V u v dS. Gauss theorem
Z
I
Z
T div w dV − T (w, n) dS + (w, κ−1 κ grad T ) dV = 0
V
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div w
−(w, n)

V

can be restated as (Dw, T )H = (w,
R GT )H where we use also the inner product on space
H of vector functions (A, B)H = V (κ−1 A, B) dV . The operators G, D act between spaces
H, H as G : H → H, D : H → H. Gauss theorem states that generalized gradient is adjoint
operator of extended divergence G = D∗ . The basic idea of support operator mimetic
method [17] is to mimic these two integral properties also in discrete case on spaces of
discrete functions.
We discretize a scalar function u by values Uij inside each cell ij and Uk at the center
of each boundary edge k and a vector flux function w at the center of each edge by the
projections W ξi,j , W ηi,j normal to the edge as shown in fig. 5.1. This discretization of
vector heat flux guarantees the continuity of normal flux through each edge. With these
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Fig. 5.1. Scalar quantities Uij are defined inside the cell and vector quantities W by projection of vector
on edge normal at center of edges.

discretizations we define the discrete function spaces HC, HL of scalar and vector grid
functions respectively. On these discrete function spaces we define natural inner products as
approximations of inner products on continuum function spaces. The natural inner product
of scalar grid functions is
(U, V )HC =

X

X

Uij Vij V Cij +

ij∈V

Uk Vk Sk

k∈∂V
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where V Cij is the volume of the cell ij, Sk is the length of the boundary edge k, V is set of
all mesh cells and ∂V is set of boundary mesh edges. The natural inner product of vector
grid functions is
(A, B)HL =

Quit
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ij∈V

(A, B)ij

V Cij
κij
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where at cell ij we have
(A, B)ij =
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kl
(A, B)kl
ij Vij
V Cij
k=0 l=0

and at the node ij of cell ij, i.e. k = 0, l = 0
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and the weights Vijkl = V Cij /4 are used. To be able to evaluate the adjoint operator in
natural inner products on discrete function spaces we also define formal inner products on
discrete function spaces. The formal inner product of scalar grid functions is given by
X
X
[U, V ]HC =
Uij Vij +
Uk Vk ,
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and the formal inner product of vector grid functions by
X
[A, B]HL =
Aξij Bξij + Aηij Bηij .
ij∈V
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The operators M , L connecting natural and formal inner products are defined by
(U, V )HC = [M U, V ]HC and by (A, B)HL = [LA, B]HL .
Divergence discretization is simply derived by applying the divergence Green formula
(5.1) to one cell ij
(DW)ij =

1
(W ξi+1,j Sξi+1,j − W ξij Sξij + W ηi,j+1 Sηi,j+1 − W ηij Sηij .)
V Cij
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On the boundary edge the extended divergence is given by (DW)i0 = −W ηi1 , (DW)iJ =
W ηiJ , (DW)0j = −W ξ1j , (DW)Ij = W ξIj . Now the discrete generalized gradient is defined
as adjoint of extended divergence in natural inner products G = D∗ so that (DW, T )HC =
(W, D∗ T )HL . When we transform this into formal inner products we obtain [W, D⊗ M T ]HL =
[W, LD∗ T ]HL from which follows that LD∗ = D⊗ M where the formal adjoint operator D⊗
can be constructed. So to get the gradient W = GT of scalar grid function T the system
LW = D⊗ M T
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has to be solved, so the gradient has global stencil. The described method is exact on
piecewise linear solutions, otherwise it is second order accurate in space.
Now in heat equation aTt − div κ grad T = f we use the same space discretization
as described above for Poisson equation, i.e. the same discrete extended divergence and
generalized gradient operators D, G. We employ the implicit scheme (with explicit heat
conductivity coefficient κn ) written in flux form
a

T n+1 − T n
+ DWn+1 = F n+1
∆t
Wn+1 − GT n+1 = 0.
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If we express T n+1 = T n + ∆t/a(F n+1 − DWn+1 ) and substitute it into flux equation we
get
Wn+1 − GT n − ∆t/aGF n+1 + ∆t/aGDWn+1 = 0,
from which we can separate Wn+1
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(I + ∆t/aGD)Wn+1 = GT n + ∆t/aGF n+1 .
When we apply the operator L to this equation we obtain
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(L + ∆t/aLGD)Wn+1 = LG(T n + ∆t/aF n+1 )
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and as LG = LD∗ = D⊗ M the final system for Wn+1 is
(L + ∆t/aD⊗ M D)Wn+1 = D⊗ M (T n + ∆t/aF n+1 ).
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This system has local stencil and the matrix of the operator L + ∆t/aD⊗ M D is symmetric
and positive definite (a = ρT > 0) so that the conjugate gradient method can be applied to
iterative solution of this system. Finally having fluxes Wn+1 the temperature T n+1 is given
by
T n+1 = T n + ∆t/a(F n+1 − DWn+1 ).
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The presented numerical method for heat equation works well on bad quality meshes appearing in Lagrangian simulations, it allows discontinuous diffusion coefficient and treats
well non-linear heat waves.
6. Laser absorption. For laser absorption we employ the simplest model. The laser
beam is coming from right and penetrates the material till the critical density
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ρc = 1.86 · 10−3
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A
Zλ2µ

where A is atomic number, Z plasma ionization and λµ laser wavelength in µm. The laser
is absorbed on the critical surface which is the surface with critical density.
On the right boundary the incoming laser intensity is I = (−I(t, y), 0) with typically
Gaussian dependence in both t and y. The (x, y) components of laser intensity are projected
on the normals to the edge in the center of each edge as either Iξi,j+1/2 or Iηi+1/2,j as
shown in fig. 6.1(a). As we need critical surface to move smoothly during simulation we use
a special treatment to get values of laser intensity at each edge. The density at nodes ρij
is obtained by interpolation (weighted by subzonal volumes) from two neighboring cells on
right ρi+1/2,j+1/2 and ρi+1/2,j−1/2 . If both these densities are subcritical the laser penetrates
to the node i, j and thus density ρij should be also subcritical. Typically density on left
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.1. (a) Local projection of laser intensity to normals of edges. (b) Laser penetrates till the critical
surface.

of critical surface are very high (compared to critical density) and if we would interpolate
density from four surrounding cells we would obtain wrong (too high) density at nodes which
are close to critical surface. Having density values in each node we can proceed to evaluate
laser intensity on each edge connecting two nodes. If the density at both nodes is subritical
we set updated edge length S L to actual length of the edge. If density at both nodes is
supercritical we set projected laser intensity I on this edge to zero. In all other cases density
at one node is subcritical and at the other node is supercritical meaning that this edge
intersects the critical surface. Then we find on the edge the point with critical density ρc
(assuming density in linear on the edge) and we set updated edge length S L to the length
of the edge segment with subcritical density.
The divergence of laser intensity at the cell ij is zero if density in all four nodes of the
cell is either subcritical or supercritical. Otherwise we set divergence to
(DI)ij =

1
L
L
L
L
(Iξi+1,j Sξi+1,j
− Iξij Sξij
+ Iηi,j+1 Sηi,j+1
− Iηij Sηij
)
V Cij
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which is obtained from integral of divergence over the cell replaced by integral over cell
boundary. The divergence of laser intensity is included in internal energy equation (without
heat conductivity)
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d
+ p div u = −Ca div(I)
dt

which transfers laser energy into internal energy of plasma. The laser absorption coefficient
Ca is estimated by 0.5 for first and 0.75 for third harmonics. Note that the divergence of
laser intensity is non-zero only for cells which are intersected by the critical surface, see
Fig. 6.1(b).
7. Laser plasma simulations. We present here one application of our developed ALE
code to simulation of an experiment [10] performed at Prague PALS laser facility. Pure
Lagrangian code is unable to simulate this high velocity impact problem. The initial setup
of the problem is presented in fig. 7.1(a). The Aluminum disc with d = 11µm, r = 150µm
is irradiated from right by intensive laser beam pulse with energy 240 J, wavelength λ =
1.315 µm and 400 ps length. The disc is ablatively accelerated towards massive Aluminum
target in the 200 µm distance. The first part of simulation covers disc acceleration by laser
beam and its resulting density at time t = 3ns is presented in fig. 7.1(b) and shows the disc
shortly before hitting the massive target. The average disc speed at this moment is 67 km/s
and average temperature is 4.7 eV. The final disc data at time t = 3ns are interpolated to
the new computational mesh and form the initial conditions to the second part of simulation
which covers the high velocity impact of the disc into the massive target which creates a
crater in the massive target. The temperature of the massive target at time t = 40ns after the
impact is presented in fig. 7.2 with three different color maps distinguishing solid (shades
of gray), liquid (rainbow from blue to red) and gas (shades of brown) phases of Aluminum.
Shock wave which in one part has circular shape is formed on the solid-liquid phase interface.
The liquid-gas phase interface does not move further into the massive target and give us the
simulated shape of crater.
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Fig. 7.1. (a) Disc flyer problem setup. (b) Density in g/cm3 of disc flyer at t = 3ns, vertical blue line
on left is right boundary of massive target, red curve on right is zero contour of horizontal velocity, what
is left of this curve flies left what is right of this curve flies right.
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Fig. 7.2. Temperature in eV for disc flyer problem at time t = 40 ns.
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